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试题1.Neither of these reasons ____ our allowing him to pass after

he did so poorly in the physics examination.A. rectifiesB. notifies C.

signifiesD. justifies2.It is reported in today’s local newspapers that

the ship was ____ in a terrible storm off Jamaica two days ago.A.

drownedB. sunkC. wreckedD. submitted3.More than one-third of

the Chinese in the United States live in California, ________ in San

Francisco.A. previouslyB. predominantlyC. practically D.

permanently4.The new secretary has written a remarkably ________

report only in a few pages but with all the details.A. conciseB. clearC.

preciseD. elaborate5.He has impressed his employers considerably

and ________ he is soon to be promoted.A. eventuallyB. yet C.

finally D. accordingly6.The fire broke out in a neighboring street but

the firemen managed to ________ it in time.A. extinguishB. prevent

C. suppress D. ruin7.The policeman stopped him when he was

driving home and _______ him of speeding.A. chargedB. accusedC.

blamedD. deprived8.Mr. Smith gradually _________ a knowledge

of the subject when he studied in Victoria University of Technology

as a visiting scholar.A. attained B. achieved C. requiredD.

acquired9.The latest type of camera which I bought in Japan while on

business can be ________ to take pictures in cloudy or sunny

conditions.A. adaptedB. accustomedC. adjustedD. fitted10.The

number of tickets ________ will be determined by the size of the



stadium.A. adaptable B. acceptable C. advisable D. available11.He is

a very honest official and never ________ any gifts from the people

who sought his help.A. acceptedB. receivedC. took upD.

excepted12.As is generally believed, young people nowadays

_________ ideals which are far superior to their parents

’.A.summon B. overtake C. cherish D. overhaul13.The reason why

he adapted to the new situations quickly is that he has a

attitude.A.changeable B. alternate C. movable D. flexible14.We are

interested in the weather because it ________ us so directly  what we

wear, what we do, and even how we feel.A. benefits B. guidesC.

affectsD. effects15.A university is an educational institution which

_________ degrees and carries out research.A. rewardsB. awardsC.

grantsD. presents16.It is wrong for someone in such a high ____ in

the government to behave too badly in public.A. situationB.

positionC. employment D. profession17.Lawyers often make higher

________ for their work than they should.A. bills B. chargesC.

pricesD. costs18.The island where these rare birds nest has been

declared a _________ area.A. observationB. reservationC.

preservation D. conservation19.Although John was the eldest in the

family, he always let his sister ____ charge of the house.A. takeB.

holdC. makeD. get20.John was very upset because he was ________

by the police with breaking the law.A. accusedB. arrestedC.
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